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) taken as classifying symmetries for hadrons of
n avors, we calculate within irreducible representation D
+
12
(p   1; p   3; p   4; p; p   2)

































values q = 1 and q = e
i
6
turn the polynomial A
q
into zero. But, while q = 1 results
in well-known Gell-Mann{Okubo (GMO) baryon MR, the second root of A
q
reduces the
q-MR to some novel mass sum rule which has irrational coecients and which holds, for
empirical masses, even with better accuracy than GMO mass sum rule.
1. INTRODUCTION
Applications of quantum algebras (su
q
(2) rst of all) to phenomenological description
of rotational spectra of deformed heavy nuclei and diatomic molecules, have appeared a
couple of years ago and seem to be encouraging [1-3] (concerning physical applications of
quantum groups/algebras in a wider context see [4] and references therein).
Recently, the use of higher rank quantum algebras su
q
(n) in order to replace con-
ventional algebras su(n) of unitary groups and their irreducible representations (irreps) in
describing global symmetries of hadrons (vector mesons) of n avours has been proposed
[5]. With the help of the corresponding algebras u
q
(n + 1) of 'dynamical' symmetry, one
can realize necessary breaking of avor symmetries up to exact (for strong interactions




and obtain some q-analogs of mass relations (MR's). It
was demonstrated that at every xed n, n = 3; :::; 6, all the q-dependence in vector me-







































of the q coincide (at least formally) with




(q) corresponding to the toroidal knots (2n   1)
1
,
the q-dependences in masses and in q-MR's were shown to be expressible [6] completely in
terms of these knot invariants.
A comparison with empirical data requires appropriate xation of deformation param-
eter, and it appears that to every number of avors n; n  3; there corresponds a prime
root of unity q = q(n) = e
i=(2n 1)




(equivalently, respective Alexander polynomial of the toroidal (2n  1)
1
-knot). In a sense,
the polynomial [n]
q
  [n   1]
q
through its root q(n) determines the strength of deforma-
tion at every xed n, and due this property may be called a dening polynomial for the
corresponding vector meson mass sum rule (MSR).
Utilizing the quantum algebras instead of conventional unitary groups of avor sym-
metries, together with 'dynamical' quantum algebras, we get as a result that the collection






















meson masses provides an appealing possibility of certain topological characterization of
avors, since the number n just corresponds to 2n 1 overcrossings of 2-strand braids whose
closures give these (2n   1)-torus knots. Equivalently, using (a; b)-presentation of these
same knots with a = 2n  1; b = 2, one is led to the correspondence: n ! w  2n  1,
where w (or a) is nothing but the winding number around the body (tube) of torus (winding
number around the hole of torus being equal to 2 for all n  3).









) for the 4-avor symmetry. However, like
in the situation of baryon MSR's obtained with non-deformed dynamical pseudounitary
u(4; 1)-symmetry [7,8], it will be more convenient for us now to exploit representations of




), in order to
eect necessary symmetry breakings.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In Sec.2 and Sec.3, certain amount









well as their nite- and innite-dimensional representations necessary for the considered
application, is presented.




(p   1; p  3; p   4; p; p   2) (where p is some xed integer, precise value of which
is unessential since it will not enter nal expressions for masses), it is demonstrated in
Sec.5 that the resulting q-analog of baryon octet MR takes somewhat unusual form since






q-polynomials. The ('rigid') q-xation procedure described in the 6th Section leads to
conclusion that the q-analog of baryon octet MR yields either the usual Gell-Mann{Okubo
2
















or a very successful novel MSR with irrational coecients (see eq.(20) below) if one xes
the deformation parameter as q = 1 or q = e
i
6
respectively. These values are nothing but
two distinct roots of one and the same dening polynomial A
q
appearing in the q-analog.
With the two alternative choices of deformation parameter, consequences for masses of
charmed baryons may be obtained and compared to each other.




) is obtained in










). It can be shown, however, that from the q-dependent expressions for octet





(: : :), the same q-analog with
same q-polynomialA
q
mentioned in the previous paragraph (modulo minimal modication










) can also be
derived. Last Section is devoted to some concluding remarks.




) AND ITS REAL FORMS
We will use the denotion [B]
q






) where B is either a






; j = 1; 2; :::; n   1; A
nn
that
























































] = 0 for ji  jj  2; (2)











































Endowed with comultiplication, counit and antipode (which we do not reproduce here),




) becomes a quantum (Hopf) algebra.




































































), similarly to those of the non-deformed
algebra u
n









standard branching rules survive through q-deformation, realized by means of (q-analog of)







; k = 1; :::; n 1; act according to formulas given in [10]. Action formulas
for the operators which represent nonsimple-root elements must be consistent with q-Serre
relations (3). We use A
ij



































such that the q-Serre relations corresponding to upper signs in (3) follow from (6a) and






































































) is paired with respective
dual CR's. Operators A
ij
for other nonsimple-root elements (ji   jj > 2) are treated
analogously.





In this section we consider some details concerning irreducible representations (irreps)









), 2  n <1 (see [11, 12]). First of all, we have to remark that the construction of
the 'principal nonunitary series' of representations, analysis of their (ir)reducibility as well





runs in much analogous way to that of the non-deformed (that is, u(n; 1)) case. Let us
refer to [8, 13] and references given therein for the non-deformed case.
Throughout this section, q is considered to be generic (not equal to a root of unity).




) are characterized by their signatures , that is,



















2 Z, and all the l
i























> ::: > l
n 1






























form the highest weight m
n





















is satised. All representations T
l
n




Action of the representation T

is dened in the carrier Hilbert space taken as a




). In the carrier space of
T

, we choose a canonical orthonormal basis formed by the union of canonical (Gel'fand
{ Tsetlin) bases of T
l
n

















). An (orthonormalized) basis vector is completely characterized




















  i; i = 1; :::; k) and












), representation operators act according to formulas
























































































































































is to be replaced respectively by l
rn
 1.









), 1  j  n  1, one has to utilize relations analogous to eqs. (6).
By means of eqns. (10)-(11) it is not hard to prove the following statement [11].
Proposition. The representation T




























, representations from the 'principal nonunitary series' are no longer
irreducible, and the corresponding irreps are extracted from these reducible representations






from the Proposition with  and 
0









), are equivalent. Periodicity of the function f(w) = [w]
q
implies












































); k 2 Z, are equivalent for q = exp ih; h 2 R.











) in the case of q = exp h (resp. of q = exp ih) (h 2 R in both cases).





analogous to that of the non-deformed algebra u(n; 1) (see e.g. [8, 13]).





) which are 'unitary' for q = e
h










= 1 for i = 2; 3; :::; k).






























































For these three continuous 'unitary' series, the irreps T






) contain those irreps T
l
n
for which the condition (8) is satised.































































































) ) contains with unit multiplic-




















































; 1  i  n 1;
and c
2











, moreover, either i < j




































































































= c is an
integer such that l
i 1
> c > l
i






) contains with unit




) for which the condition (8) and the
condition l
in
> c (resp. l
in
 c) is satised.
There exist additional equivalence relations between irreps from dierent classes IV{
VI completely analogous to the equivalence relations of the non-deformed case (we do not




























At q = e
ih







instead of Im c
i
) are the only classes that survive in the classication of 'unitary' irreps.
6
It is worth to mention the following: the only class from the above presented list of
irreps which is absent in the classical limit (disappears at q ! 1 or, equivalently, at h! 0)
is the class III (strange series) of 'unitary' irreps.
4. EVALUATION OF BARYON MASSES













) is 20 = 8 + 3 + 3










) and the (orthonornalized) Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis elements
in the form (9) constructed in accordance with the aforementioned canonical chain, xing
n = 4. For instance, for the isodoublet of nucleons (contained in octet) we have:






























 (p + 1; p   1; p   3; p   4) and
l
3











means isodoublet (p + 1; p   1) of nucleons, and l
Q
labels charge states
within it. The quantity l
2
equal to (p; p 2) characterizes another (-) isodoublet belonging
to octet. State vectors for the rest of members of the 20 -plet are constructed analogously.
Mass operator, according to the concept of pseudounitary dynamical group [7-8] ex-









), but break all








































and put  = ~;  =
~
 in order to reduce the number of independent parameters. As













etc., within the representation D
12
+
(p  1; p  3; p  4; p; p   2) (p being an arbitrary xed































































































































































[3] + 2([3]  1)[5]
[6]
+
























































As it is seen, the integer p does not enter the obtained expressions for baryon masses.










Let us check now that in the 'classical' limit q ! 1 octet masses satisfy GMO-relation.













































), and the relation (1)
is obviously satised.
5. q-ANALOG OF BARYON OCTET MASS RELATION
8
We are predominantly interested in an octet MR with q-dependent coecients. From

















it is straightforward to nd the formulas which express independent parametersM
8
;  and







































































































[4] + 3[5]  [3]

([2]  1): (19)





and, as most unexpected thing, the appearance of that additional





Strictly speaking, the relation just obtained is not a mass relation. However, at any
xed value of q it yields some 'candidate' MSR. For this reason the q-analog relation (17)
may be viewed as a continuum of candidate MSR's for baryon masses, only few of which
may be considered as realistic mass sum rules.
6. DEFINING q-POLYNOMIAL AND A NEW BARYON MASS SUM RULE
Now the problem consists in nding the value(s) of deformation parameter at which
the relation (17) yields most realistic MSR(s). Clearly, a straightforward way to proceed
would be to insert the empirical data for the octet baryon masses into (17) and then
solve the equation with respect to q. However, we think of this way as not the best
one for two reasons: (i) the equation for q this way appears to be rather complicated;
(ii) so obtained values of deformation parameter would be neccessarily 'non-rigid' ones
reecting approximate procedure of solving the equation as well as errors of experimental
data and averaging over isomultiplets. Fortunately, there exists another approach which
is somewhat analogous to reasonings used in [5,6] for the case of vector mesons and which
9
leads to 'rigidly xed' values of q. To this end, let us return again to the 'classical' case. As
already mentioned, the value q = 1 must result in the standard GMO-relation (a kind of the
'correspondence principle'). Indeed, A
q=1
= 0 , (B
q=1














results. But now we observe the point of oversimplication (due to vanishing of A
q
at
q = 1) when reducing the q-analog to GMO-relation. Adopting this as a hint of how to
search other candidate values of q, we proceed by rewrighting the A
q
(which is 7-th order
polynomial in q-deuce [2]
q





















for q-numbers is useful in doing this). Since the
'classical' GMO-relation corresponds to vanishing of A
q
because of the fact that
(i) ([2]  2) = 0,
it is natural to examine the remaining cases when A
q
turns into zero:
(ii) [2] = 0;
(iii) [4]  [2]  [2]([3]  2)  [2]([2]
2
  3) = 0; [2] 6= 0:




which is not very good since, with empirical
data, its accuracy is  6:5%). It is interesting, nevertheless, to compare this case with the




(which was shown to follow from the q-analog of
vector meson MR, see [5], just if the same restriction [2]
q
= 0 has been applied). Remark
that in both meson and baryon cases, these MSR's relate isosinglet and isotriplet masses.




































both solve the equation [3]
q
  2 = 0).






















































respectively. The second candidate MSR (which corresponds to q
 
) shows bad agreement
with data. Fixing q = q
+
, however, we get a surprizingly good mass relation: with empirical






= 938:9 MeV , m

= 1318:1 MeV , m

=
1115:6 MeV , and m

= 1193:1 MeV ) we have 2739:5 MeV  2733:4 MeV . That is,
eq.(20) holds with 0:22% accuracy! For comparison recall that usual GMO-relation (1) is
satised within 0:57%.
Strictly speaking, the case of q ! q
+
essentially diers from the classical (q = 1)
situation, besides irrationality of the coecients in (20), yet by the following peculiarity.
10
All the nasses in (13)-(16) become innite in this case because of pole singularity, since
[6]  [2][3]([3]  2)! 0 when q tends to q
+
. In order to circumvent this diculty, one has
rst to interprete the invariant (background for the 20-plet) mass M
0






running over the set of baryon symbols in formulas (13)-(16) ) as innite
'bare' masses, then going over to nite 'physical' masses by making use of a multiplicative















. Let us remark
that such a substitution does not aect the explicit form of the q-analog mass relation (17)
and the MSR (20).





Calculations analogous to those of section 5 were performed also for another specic








































































































































  [2][3]  2[2] + 5;







Besides the 'classical' root [2]
q
= 2 (equivalent to q = 1) which determines the standard




























































Examination of this MSR with inserted empirical masses shows that it is not very sat-
isfactory (the accuracy is  2:7%). Nevertheless, one could conclude from this second
example that distinct dynamical representations may yield essentially dierent q-analogs
of octet MSR, with dierent dening q-polynomials. While the presence of factor [2]
q
  2







3 of the polynomial (31
0









in this section). Since when applying classical Lie algebra u(4; 1) all the representations
yield [7] the GMO-relation and nothing else (a kind of 'degeneracy'), we could say that




), for octet baryon mass relations, removes this
degeneracy.
It turns out, however, that by processing the expressions (21) in some another way
we arrive at the q-analog of octet MR which coincides with the rst q-MR, eq.(17), in all
the points (coecients at masses, the combination of masses in curly brackets and, most
inportant, the dening polynomial A
q
in front of the M
C







of the q-polynomial in denominator (it plays no essential role in reducing to





as dynamical one 'removes degeneracy' at least in the sense that in the framework of the
quantum algebra we get, besides eq.(1), mass sum rules of novel type (including such
accurate one as eq.(20) ). Those novel MSR's seem to reect some interesting hadronic
dynamics, and this certainly deserves further study.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK









) ('dynamical' symmetry) we have obtained at




from which q-MR's follow.
The q-deformed relation (17) is of interest, rst of all, as a 'continuum' of possible




in front of it. It is just this point where the concept of dening q-polynomial arises: the
polynomialA
q
, by means of its roots, determines concrete octet baryon MSR's (namely, the
classical GMO-relation (1) and this novel, very accurate, relation (20) with
p
3 contained in
some of its coecients, as most successful ones; the MSR (20
0





as less successful MSR's).
It is important to stress once more that, due to its irrational coecients, the relation






and probably reects some 'nonperturbative' (topological) information
encapsulated in the model under consideration at such value of deformation parameter.
To make last assertion somewhat more transparent, it is useful to present the q-MR















































































= 0 at q = 1, we have that all 
k
(here k takes the 'values' N; ;  and ) equal
zero in the classical limit. Therefore, it is natural to consider the quantities 
k
at q 6= 1
as 'corrections' to the classical coecients due to q-deformation. Obviously, at values of q
which are very close to unity these corrections do not deviate substantially from zero.









('perturbative') quantities, but become of the order of magnitude comparable with the














 0:71 to be
compared with the coecient
1
2
in classical MSR (1)).
Of course, further study is needed in order to clarify, among others, such issues as:





ance of new resulting mass sum rules (like the MSR (20)), on the choice of dynamical




); the issue of reducibility of the innite
dimensional representations used within our approach at q being specic roots of unity,
as well as details of dynamics at those values of the deformation parameter; the question
about possibility to associate with baryons some topological structures (knots or links) in
a manner more or less similar to the treatment in the case of vector mesons [6]. We hope
to analyze these problems in subsequent publications.
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